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Gain-of-function mutations in the PIK3CD gene result in
activated phosphoinositide 3-kinase d syndrome type 1
(APDS1). This syndrome is a life-threatening combined im-
munodeficiency and today there are neither optimal nor
long-term therapeutic solutions for APDS1 patients. Thus,
new alternative treatments are highly needed. The aim of
the present study is to explore one therapeutic avenue that
consists of the correction of the PIK3CD gene through gene
editing. Our proof-of-concept shows that TALEN-mediated
gene correction of the mutated PIK3CD gene in APDS1
T cells results in normalized phospho-AKT levels in basal
and activated conditions. Normalization of PI3K signaling
was correlated to restored cytotoxic functions of edited
CD8+ T cells. At the transcriptomic level, single-cell RNA
sequencing revealed corrected signatures of CD8+ effector
memory and CD8+ proliferating T cells. This proof-of-
concept study paves the way for the future development of a
gene therapy candidate to cure activated phosphoinositide
3-kinase d syndrome type 1.

INTRODUCTION
Activated phosphoinositide 3-kinase d syndrome (also known as
APDS type 1 or APDS1) is a rare but devastating disease resulting
in a combined immunodeficiency. Immunological features include
decreased serum IgA and IgG levels, increased IgM levels, B cell lym-
phopenia, increased frequency of transitional B cells, decreased
numbers of naive CD4 and naive CD8 cells, and increased numbers
of CD8 effector/memory T cells. APDS1 patients show variable clin-
ical manifestations even among the same family.1–3 Around 98% of
patients suffer from recurrent respiratory tract infections indicating
an antibody deficiency. Sixty percent have bronchiectasis and chronic
viral infections, concomitant to T cell function impairment. Patients
can be affected with lymphoproliferation, autoimmune cytopenia,
and enteropathy. B lymphoma was also reported in 13% of patients.3
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APDS1 is caused by gain-of-function (GoF) mutations within the
PIK3CD gene encoding the class IA PI3K catalytic subunit p110d,
which is predominantly expressed in leukocytes.4 In normal condi-
tions, activation of the PI3K pathway through several membrane
receptors, including T and B cell receptors, cytokine receptors, and
co-stimulatory membrane molecules, leads to the phosphorylation
of downstream molecules including AKT and ribosomal protein S6.
GoF mutations of the PIK3CD gene cause a hyperactivation of this
signaling pathway. Two independent reports identified heterozygous
missense mutations in PIK3CD. Among them are the E1021K muta-
tion2—which appeared as the most frequent one—and N334K and
E525K.1 Further APDS1-causing gene mutations were then described
(E81K, G125D,5 and R405C,6 among others). In addition, biallelic
loss-of-function (LoF) mutations in PI3KCD leading to the decrease,
or complete loss of p110d, have been reported as responsible for a
combined immunodeficiency.7,8 Both LoF and GoF mutation of
p110d results in immune defects, illustrating that a fine balance of
PI3Kd activity is required for proper cell function.

Approved treatments for APDS1 consist in prophylactic measures
including long-term antibiotics and Ig replacement therapy.3 In addi-
tion, rapamycin (Sirolimus) treatment targeting mammalian target of
rapamycin, a downstream signaling component of the PI3K
d-signaling pathway and a regulator of cell proliferation, was found
to successfully decrease lymphoproliferation.9 Studies using selective
PI3Kd inhibitors, Leniolisib10,11 and Seletalisib,12 reported a reduc-
tion in lymphadenopathy and normalization of immune B cell
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subpopulations. Finally allogeneic hematopoietic stem/progenitor
cell (HSPC) transplantation has been proposed as a definitive treat-
ment for APDS1. However, the lack of a compatible donor as well
as graft failure, graft instability, and poor graft function are still major
challenges that must be overcome to reach a positive therapeutic
outcome.13 Thus, so far there are neither optimal nor long-term ther-
apeutic solutions for APDS1 patients and new alternative treatments
are highly needed.

The aim of the present study is to explore one of these alternative ther-
apeutic strategies by correcting themutatedPIK3CD gene associated to
APDS1. We describe a TALEN-mediated gene insertion strategy in
which the majority of the mutated PIK3CD gene is corrected by its
functional sequence in a precise targeted manner. Our results show
efficient gene insertion in healthy donor (HD) and APDS1 patient
T cells, normalization of PI3K signaling, and rescue of T cell cytotoxic
functions. This proof-of-concept study paves the way for the future
development of a gene therapy candidate to cure APDS1.

RESULTS
The PIK3CD gene can be efficiently edited in HD and APDS1

patient T cells

A large number of GoF mutations, spread across the entire sequ-
ence of PIK3CD gene, have been associated to APDS1 (Figure
1A).1,2,5,6,14–20 Similarly, compound heterozygous and/or autosomal
recessive LoF mutations have been linked to combined immunodefi-
ciency (Figure 1A).7,8,21

Given the large number of mutations associated to APDS1, targeted
gene correction of PIK3CD appears to be one of the most pragmatic
strategies to restore its genetic integrity. Targeted gene correction via
homology-directed repair is possible in primary T cells and involve
the use of AAV6 or naked DNA repair matrices along with site-spe-
cific engineered nucleases including zinc finger nucleases, CRISPR-
Cas9, and TALEN.22,23 To set up an efficient gene correction
approach to correct PIK3CD, we designed a TALEN named Tex8, tar-
geting the exon 8 coding sequence. This locus was chosen because the
correction of the PIK3CD gene from exon 8 to 24 would address most
LoF and GoF mutations including E1021K, the most prevalent one
(Figure 1A). In parallel, two different AAV6 repair matrices were
generated to repair PIK3CD from exon 8 to 24. The first repair matrix,
named PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR, contained a codon-optimized
cDNA encompassing exons 8 to 24 of PIK3CD followed by a trun-
cated DLNGFR reporter cassette driven by an independent promoter
(EF1a) (Figure 1B).24 The short EF1a promoter sequence was chosen
Figure 1. PIK3CD gene correction in healthy donor and APDS1 patient T cells

(A) Schematic of the p110d protein. Loss-of-function and gain-of-function mutations as

region is indicated underneath. Exons 1 and 2 are not coding. *, stop codon; fs, frameshif

EF1as, EF1 alpha short promoter; trLNGFR, truncated LNGFR. (C) Timeline of gene editi

induction of Tex8 or Tex17. Frequency of unmodified allele: (NHEJ – unmodified conc./RPP

HDR allele: (HDR conc./RPP30 conc.) � 100. (F) Flow cytometry analysis of LNGFR

matrices targeting exon 8. (G) Flow cytometry analysis of LNGFR-positive cells obtained

enriched condition. Error bars represent the mean of Indels, HDR and DLNGFR freque
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in this case to allow for the packaging of the two large cDNA cassettes
(the largest affordable, exons 8 to 24, and LNGFR) in AAV6 particles.
The second matrix, named PIK3CD8-24-P2A-DLNGFR, followed the
same design except that the DLNGFR was linked to the cDNA of
exons 8 to 24 of PIK3CD via a 2A-self-cleaving sequence (P2A).
This architecture enables to place DLNGFR expression under the
control of PIK3CD endogenous promoter. Each matrix was flanked
by homology arms to enable targeted homology-directed recombina-
tion (HDR) at exon 8 of the PIK3CD locus. A similar strategy was de-
signed to target exon 17 of PIK3CD (with a TALEN named Tex17),
another position predicted to be amenable to efficient TALEN gene
editing (Figure S1A). Two matrices named PIK3CD17-24-2A-
DLNGFR and PIK3CD17-24-PGK-DLNGFR were designed. Of note
regarding the latter matrix, because the cDNA encoding exons 17
to 24 was shorter than its exon 8 to 24 counterparts, we could afford
to replace the short EF1a with the larger PGK promoter, known to
elicit higher transgene expression (LNGFR in this case).

T cells from HD and APDS1 patients carrying the E1021K mutation
were enriched via peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) acti-
vation by PMA/ionomycin, a nonspecific agent inducing signaling in
T cells (Figure 1C).25,26 This activation method was favored over the
conventional anti-CD3/CD28 bead activation to preserve the already-
elevated PI3K intracellular signaling of APDS1 T cells and avoid acti-
vation-induced cell death (AICD).2 Following activation, T cells were
propagated in the presence of interleukin-2 (IL-2) and edited 6 days
after activation with Tex8 or Tex17, in the presence or absence of their
corresponding AAV6 repair matrices.

Quantification of gene editing events promoted by TALEN treatment
in the absence of any AAV6 repair matrix showed that Tex8 treatment
elicited high levels of insertion and deletion events (indels) in both
HD and APDS1 T cells (80% and 74%, respectively, Figure 1D). These
digital-droplet PCR (ddPCR)-based quantifications of indel fre-
quency were confirmed by next-generation sequencing (Figure S1B).
Similar results were obtained with Tex17, albeit with lower frequencies
of indels (Figure S1C, left panel). In addition, the integration of the
matrices targeting exon 8, measured at the genomic level by ddPCR,
showed up to 20% and 30% integration rate of PIK3CD8-24-EF1-
DLNGFR and PIK3CD8-24-P2A-DLNGFR, respectively, in both HD
and APDS1 cells (Figure 1E). Similar integration rates were deter-
mined by flow cytometry based on DLNGFR expression confirming
our genomic results (Figure 1F). The integration of the AAV6
matrices targeting exon 17 resulted in similar integration rates,
ranging from 10% to 30% (Figure S1C, right panel).
using TALEN and AAV targeting exon 8 of PIK3CD

sociated to human immunodeficiencies are indicated. Corresponding mRNA coding

t. (B) Schematic of the AAV-encoded repair matrices for exon 8 targeting. pA, poly(A);

ng procedure. (D) Design of ddPCR assay to assess indels at the targeted locus after

30 conc.)� 100. (E) Design of ddPCR assay to assess HDR at exon 8. Frequency of

expression by healthy donor (HD) cells and APDS1 cells modified with both repair

before and after enrichment with magnetic beads on two different patients. B, not

ncies +/- standard error of mean (SEM).
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We then aimed to purify DLNGFR(+) T cells by magnetic selection.
In the context of this proof-of-concept study, this step enables to
enrich for T cells containing mono- and biallelic gene corrective
events and thus allows for a more rigorous downstream functional
characterization of the outcome of gene correction. Our results
showed that DLNGFR surface expression allowed for efficient
magnetic enrichment of gene edited APDS1 T cells with up to 90%
of purity obtained with both repair matrices targeting exon 8
(Figure 1G).

Correlation between DLNGFR, endogenous PIK3CD (PIK3CD WT)
and PIK3CD8-24mRNA expression is important to ensure that the en-
riched cells were effectively modified at the intended locus. Prime flow
RNA assay was used to analyze the levels of PIK3CD WT and
PIK3CD8-24 transcripts at the single-cell level as well as the expression
of the DLNGFR surface marker in APDS1 patient T cells (Figure 2A).
Interestingly, our results showed that the endogenous level of
PIK3CDWTmRNAwas not affected by Tex8 treatment in the absence
of AAV6 repair matrix (Figure 2B). This suggested that Tex8 editing
did not trigger non-sense mediated decay of PIK3CDmRNA. Howev-
er, by design, PIK3CDmRNA level was reduced in the presence of the
repair matrices, and was correlated to an increase of PIK3CD8-24 tran-
scripts, especially in edited cells (Figure 2C, compare PIK3CD WT
and PIK3CD8-24 MFI obtained in DLNGFR(+) T cells and in
DLNGFR(�) cells). This indicated a correlation between PIK3CD
gene correction and PIK3CD8-24 insertion and confirm that
DLNGFR expression correlates with PIK3CD8-24 expression (Fig-
ure 2C). These observations were reproducible across two different
APDS1 patient T cell and HD T cell batches. Together, these data
showed that PIK3CD gene correction successfully occurred in HD
and APDS1 patient T cells treated by Tex8 and each of the AAV6
repair matrices (either PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR or PIK3CD8-24-
P2A-DLNGFR).

Overall, our data showed that the PIK3CD gene can be efficiently
modified in HD and APDS1 T cells through a gene editing process
involving TALEN and AAV6 repair matrix treatment and that modi-
fied cells can be efficiently enriched using the DLNGFR surface
marker.

TALEN-mediated PIK3CD gene correction normalizes PI3K

signaling in APDS1 patient T cells

Elevated AKT phosphorylation levels in both basal and activated con-
ditions is a well-established hallmark of APDS1.5,27,28,29 Hence, phos-
pho-AKT (pAKT) levels in APDS1 and APDS1-corrected T cells were
investigated and compared to evaluate the functional outcome of our
gene correction strategy. As a reference, HD T cells, either untreated
or treated with the same gene correction process, were used to deter-
mine normal pAKT levels and to test the functionality of the repair
matrices. Our results showed that APDS1 T cells exhibited a higher
level of phosphorylation compared with HD T cells, before (basal
level) and after being activated by a CD3-specific antibody activator
named OKT3 (Figures 3A, 3B, and S2A). Treatment with a
p110d-specific inhibitor abrogated those differences, confirming
4 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 Decemb
that PI3Kd signaling was responsible for the high level of AKT phos-
phorylation observed in both conditions (Figures S2A and S2B).
Interestingly, APDS1 T cells treated with Tex8 alone showed a
reduction in basal and activated pAKT levels, indicative of a p110d
inactivation. In contrast, DLNGFR(+) APDS1 T cells edited by Tex8

in the presence of one of the two repair matrices showed full
normalization of pAKT basal levels, while still being activated by
OKT3, up to the normal levels obtained in HD. These results were re-
produced in HD T cells. Indeed, HD cells and DLNGFR(+) corrected
HD cells showed similar levels of activation while Tex8-treated HD
T cells showed a reduced pAKT level after OKT3 activation (Fig-
ure S2A). Finally, similar results were observed with APDS1 and
HD T cells edited at exon 17 (Figures 3B and S2B). CD4/CD8 ratios
of cultured cells were also measured while measuring pAKT (Figures
S3A and S3B).

Together, these data indicate that the TALEN-mediated PIK3CD gene
correction strategy (at both exons 8 and 17) normalized pAKT basal
and activated levels of APDS1 T cells to that obtained in HD T cells.
The next sections focuses on the characterization of HD and APDS1
T cells engineered at exon 8 because this approach enables to correct a
higher amount of mutations compared with its counterpart
performed at exon 17.

TALEN-mediated PIK3CD gene correction rescues the cytolytic

activity of APDS1 patient CD8+ T cells

Since our PIK3CD gene correction process elicited a normalization
of pAKT levels of APDS1 T cells, we logically sought to further
investigate its effect on the cytolytic activity of corrected APDS1
T cells using a sensitive serial killing assay. For that purpose, we
used blinatumomab,30 a bispecific T cell engager antibody crosslink-
ing CD3 and CD19, to mediate T cell-dependent killing of lucif-
erase-mCherry-expressing B-EBV cells (Figure 4A). HD and
APDS1 T cells were engineered according to the protocol described
earlier and expanded using one round of activation to get a homo-
geneous population of CD8+ T cells, the subpopulation of choice to
assess the cytolytic activity of T cells (Figure S4A). Expanded CD8+
T cells, were challenged by daily addition of B-EBV cells for 1 week
and their proliferation and cytotoxic activity was assessed by
flow cytometry and B-EBV luminescence signaling, respectively
(Figure 4B).

Regarding the proliferation of T cell in the presence of B-EBV, our
flow cytometry results showed that uncorrected and corrected HD
T cells displayed a similar drop of T cell count over time (Figure 4C).
This pattern was expected because of the lack of T cell proliferation
signal or proliferation-prone cytokines in this assay. Interestingly,
this drop of T cell count was significantly more pronounced for
APDS1 than for HD uncorrected T cells (Figures 4C and 4D, compare
counts obtained at day 7 in HD and APDS1 uncorrected T cells, p =
0.0149), a phenomenon consistent with the reported increased AICD
in APDS1 T cells.2 In contrast, the enriched PIK3CD8-24-EF1-
DLNGFR APDS1 CD3+ T cell count obtained at day 7 was signifi-
cantly higher than the one obtained for uncorrected APDS1 cells
er 2023



Figure 2. Prime flow analysis of APDS1 patient T cells treated with TALEN in the presence or absence of AAV targeting exon 8 of PIK3CD

(A) Schematic of the probe design for prime flow RNA assay at the PIK3CD locus. (B) Histogram overlay of control and Tex8-treated T cells illustrating the expression of

endogenous PIK3CDWT. The dashed line indicates unstained control. (C) Left column: FACS plot LNGFR/SSC and gating on LNGFR-positive and -negative cells. (C) Middle

column: histogram overlay of the expression of endogenous PIK3CDWT in corrected cells. (C) Right column: histogram overlay of the expression of PIK3CD8-24 in corrected

cells. Histograms illustrate representative result obtained on two independent experiments performed with HD and APDS1 T cells. The dashed line indicates unstained

LNGFR-negative cells and the solid line indicates LNGFR-positive cells.
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(Figure 4D, p = 0.0103), and similar to the ones obtained for uncor-
rected and corrected HD T cells (Figure 4C, non-significant p =
0.8190 and p = 0.4547, respectively). This pattern suggested that
the gene correction process improved the fitness of the corrected
APDS1 T cells and potentially, their ability to cope with AICD.
Molecular T
Regarding cytolytic activity of T cells, we found that both uncorrected
and corrected HD T cells were able to efficiently control B-EBV
growth. This was demonstrated by the evolution of B-EBV levels
throughout the assay, that were found significantly lower in the pres-
ence than in the absence of corrected or uncorrected HD T cells
herapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 5
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Figure 3. PIK3CD gene correction normalizes phospho-AKT levels in APDS1 T cells

(A) Left panels: histograms showing phospho-AKT levels (pAKT Ser473) obtained in the presence or absence of OKT3 in HD and APDS1 patient T cells modified at exon 8

with both exon 8-specific matrices. Signals obtained with unmodified and DLNGFR (+) edited T cells are displayed. Gating strategy enabling the quantification of basal and

activated levels of phosphor-AKT is displayed as a horizontal bar. Right panel: quantification of basal and activated levels of phosphor-AKT detected in HD and APDS1 patient

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figure 4E, p < 0.0001). In stark contrast, uncorrected APDS1 T cells
failed to control B-EBV growth, as shown by the similar levels of
B-EBV obtained in the presence and absence of T cells at day 7 (Fig-
ure 4F). Interestingly, this lack of B-EBV control was efficiently
rescued by the gene correction process. Indeed, we found that the
cytolytic activity of enriched PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR APDS1
T cells was significantly higher than uncorrected APDS1 T cells and
equivalent to uncorrected and corrected HD T cells throughout the
assay (Figures 4E and 4F, p = 0.0013, p = 0.6308, and p = 0.7495,
respectively). A similar trend was observed for APDS1 T cell cor-
rected by the PIK3CD8-24-P2A-DLNGFR matrix, further confirming
of our results, and demonstrating that both correction strategies led
to an efficient rescue of the cytolytic function of APDS1 T cells
(Figure S4B).

Transcriptomic characterization of PIK3CD corrected APDS1

patient cells

We found that TALEN-mediated PIK3CD gene correction of APDS1
T cells efficiently normalized the cytolytic activity of the CD8+ T cell
subpopulation. To further understand and characterize the basis of
such normalization, we performed an in-depth single-cell transcrip-
tomic comparative analysis between HD T cells and APDS1 T cells,
the latter being either uncorrected or corrected by the Tex8 and
PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLGNFR matrix treatment. We reasoned that
comparing untreated with corrected APDS1 T cells would enable
characterization of the effect of the gene editing procedure and better
understand its downstream biological consequences while comparing
untreated HD with APDS1 T cells would unravel PI3Kd-related
signaling defects associated to APDS1.

For that purpose, HD and APDS1 PBMCs were thawed, activated,
and edited using the protocols described earlier, before being further
expanded. The length of the cell culture was extended to remove any
ectopic expression of the non-integrated PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLGNFR
matrix and to expand the cells up to a number allowing the magnetic
enrichment process. Corrected APDS1 cells were enriched based on
DLNGFR expression 3 days before performing the single-cell RNA
sequencing (scRNA-seq) procedure (Figure 5A). This enrichment
step (similar outcome as in Figure 1G) was performed to improve
the homogeneity of the gene-corrected APDS1 cell pool and prevent
the presence of by-standard uncorrected APDS1 cells that would
complexify the transcriptomic comparative analysis.

We first sought to identify the different cellular subsets present in the
three experimental groups. For that purpose, sequencing data were
mapped on a previously published multimodal reference atlas of
162,000 PBMCs (Figure 5B).31 To validate the different cellular clus-
ters, standard markers were plotted for each of them (Figure S5A).
Similar clusters were detected in HD, APDS1, and corrected
T cells either unmodified or modified at exon 8 with both exon 8-specific matrices. (B)

absence of OKT3 in HD and APDS1 patient T cells modified at exon 17 with both exon 1

are displayed. Gating strategy enabling the quantification of basal and activated levels o

and activated levels of phosphor-AKT detected in HD and APDS1 patient T cells either
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APDS1 cells (Figure 5B). Of note, we could not find a B cell related
cluster selected out by our T cell-selective activation process and
cell culture conditions. When focusing on the CD8+ cluster, the
cellular population used in our serial killing assay (Figures 4E, 4F,
and S5B), we identified four main subpopulations, two of which
were found enriched in purified corrected cells, namely CD8 T
effector memory (CD8 TEM) and CD8 proliferating cells.

We then investigated and mapped the expression of the PIK3CD and
PIK3CD8-24 transgenes in the different clusters identified. The expres-
sion of PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR cassette expression could be theo-
retically assessed by quantifying the PIK3CD8-24 or DLNGFR mRNA
expression (Figure 5C, top). Due to its higher expression/detection
compared with DLNGFR, PIK3CD8-24 was preferentially used to
identify the corrected cells. The PIK3CD8-24 cassette expression was
detected in all the clusters of the corrected APDS1 cells while not de-
tected in HD and uncorrected APDS1 cells (Figure 5B, middle). In
addition, endogenous PIK3CD expression was detected in all clusters
of HD and APDS1 cells, albeit expressed to a lower level in APDS1
corrected cells, in agreement with the prime flow dataset described
earlier (Figures 5B, bottom and 2C). Of note, expression of the endog-
enous PIK3CDwas found lower than PIK3CD8-24, suggesting a differ-
ence of stability and turn over kinetics between the two transcripts.
These data indicated that all T cell subsets were amenable to gene
editing and that twomain clusters, namely CD8 TEM and CD8 prolif-
erating, were enriched by the gene editing and cell culture procedure.

Impact of TALEN-mediated PIK3CD gene correction on the

transcriptomic status of APDS1 patient CD8+ T cells

Next, we investigated whether the normalization of the cytolytic ac-
tivity and PI3K signaling found earlier in corrected APDS1 CD8+
T cells were concomitant to global changes in their cellular transcrip-
tome. To do so, we further characterized the transcriptome of
corrected APDS1 CD8+ T cells, especially in the two most abundant
subsets (CD8 TEM and CD8 proliferating) and compared it with the
ones obtained in the same subsets identified in uncorrected APDS1
and HD cells.

Focusing on the CD8 TEM subset, we identified 90 differentially ex-
pressed genes (DEGs) between uncorrected and corrected APDS1
T cells (Figure 5C, left panel). To enrich for dysregulated genes linked
to APDS1, 70 DEGs betweenHD and APDS1 cells were identified and
intersected to the previous list. From this intersection, 26 common
genes were identified, and their average expression was plotted as a
heatmap (Figure 5D). This heatmap enabled us to clearly spot genes
that were dysregulated by APDS1 and gauge the extent of their
normalization after PIK3CD gene correction. Among the dysregu-
lated gene population, we identified multiple genes implicated in
T cell cytotoxicity (GNLY, GZMH, GZMB, and GZMK), in T cell
Left panels: histograms showing phospho-AKT levels obtained in the presence or

7-specific matrices. Signals obtained with unmodified and DLNGFR (+) edited T cells

f phosphor-AKT is displayed as a horizontal bar. Right panel: quantification of basal

unmodified or modified at exon 17 with both exon 17-specific matrices.
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Figure 4. PIK3CD gene correction rescues the cytolytic activity in APDS1 T cells

(A) Schematic of blinatumomab-dependent serial killing assay. (B) Schematic of the serial killing assay used to characterize the long-term cytolytic activity of un-

corrected and PIK3CD8-24-EF1-LGNFR corrected T cells. The sequential addition of T cells, target cells (B-EBV), and blinatumomab, as well as the different flow

(legend continued on next page)
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activation, and in antigen presentation (XCL2, CD74, and HLA class
II gene family, respectively), and in the PI3K/AKT signaling cascade
(CXCR4 and KLF2). Interestingly, their expression level was found to
be normalized to the one obtained for HD cells after the PIK3CD gene
correction process. A similar analysis was carried out on CD8 prolif-
erating cells, focusing on cells in the G2M phase to homogenize the
population. Twenty-seven common genes were identified (Figure 5C,
middle panel) and again, their transcriptomic signature was found
normalized to HD levels (Figure 5D, middle panel).

Among the normalized gene population obtained in CD8 TEM and
the G2MCD8 proliferating, 14 were found to be common (Figure 5C,
right panel). When subjected to a gene ontology analysis, these com-
mon genes were found to be involved in immune response processes,
antigen presentation, and T cell activation (Figure 5E). Of note,
similar analyses were carried out on other subpopulations that are
not commonly associated to the pathophysiological consequences
of APDS1 (Figure S6). Although we could observe few individual
genes normalized in these subpopulations, we could not demonstrate
the normalization of the full list of genes described above. This indi-
cated that the conclusion drawn out of this transcriptomic study are
specific to CD8 TEM and CD8 proliferating subsets.

Altogether, our results showed that the mutated PIK3CD gene associ-
ated to APDS1 can be efficiently corrected by TALEN and AAV6-
mediated gene insertion. Mutated PIK3CD gene correction resulted
in a normalization of pAKT levels and cytolytic activity of APDS1-
corrected T cells. This phenomenon could be explained, in part, by
the normalization of the transcriptomic signature of genes involved
in CD8+ T cell cytolytic activity, although additional work is needed
to further specify this point.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to establish a proof-of-concept of a PIK3CD
gene correction strategy inAPDS1patient cells. Using aTALEN-medi-
ated PIK3CD editing along with an AAV6-based DNA repair matrix
delivery, we show that themutatedPIK3CD allele can be efficiently edi-
ted and corrected in APDS1 patient T cells. Corrected T cells display
(1) normalized pAKT level, (2) rescue of functional cytotolytic activity,
and (3) normalized transcriptomic signature of certain genes involved
in CD8+ T cell cytolytic function, activation, and fitness. This work
paves the way for the development of a gene therapy approach to treat
p110d dysregulations in a long-term fashion.

Autologous corrected HSPC transplantation represents the ultimate
goal for long-lasting curative treatment of APDS1. However, we chose
cytometry and luminescence measurements performed throughout the assay are in

patient donors. (E and F) Normalized luciferase measurement obtained over time

above. The normalized luminescence value was calculated as the ratio of lumin

blinatumomab. The error bars illustrated in C and D represent the mean of CD3+

statistical analysis were performed using a on one-way ANOVA test. The error bars

with 3 independent donors +/- standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis were perf

are indicated. Significance was defined as p-value < 0.05. ns = not significant.
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to establish this first proof-of-concept of PIK3CD gene correction in
APDS1 T cells for multiple reasons. First and foremost, the T cell sub-
sets play a key role in the pathophysiological consequences of the
APDS1. Their dysfunctional phenotype, fitness, and cytolytic activity
are well characterized, making them a relevant and resourceful
cellular model to assess the benefits of PIK3CD gene correction. Sec-
ond, APDS1 T cells could be accessible from APDS1 patient blood
donation, thus avoiding the need and burden of complex and poten-
tially dangerous clinical interventions to source our starting materials.
Third, thanks to the thorough genomic screening of APDS1 patients,
we could selectively choose PBMC specimens harboring the monoal-
lelic E1021K GoF mutation found in 90% of the patients diagnosed to
date. The E1021K GoF mutation being the common denominator be-
tween the selected donors, we were able to assess the influence of the
donor-to-donor variability on the efficiency of our gene correction
process and its phenotypic consequences. Finally, establishing this
first proof-of-concept in terminally differentiated T cells could inform
some of the functional benefits of generating a gene therapy product
based on APDS1 HSC editing.

Because of its central role in different cellular functions, the enzy-
matic activity of p110d must be tightly regulated at a protein and
transcriptomic level. We thus accounted for this feature and de-
signed our gene correction strategy to place the corrective cDNA
sequence under the control of the endogenous regulatory elements
of PIK3CD. To address most LoF mutations (which are biallelic)
associated to combined immunodeficiency, and GoF mutations
associated to APDS1, we chose two distinct loci (exons 8 and 17)
as landing pads for PIK3CD repair matrix insertion. Both loci
were efficiently edited by their respective TALEN with frequencies
of indels ranging from 30% to 85%. This level of indels was corre-
lated to a partial decrease of p-AKT level upon OKT3 activation,
indicating p110d inactivation (Figure S2). Surprisingly, we did not
find any clear evidence for non-sense-mediated decay of PIK3CD
edited transcripts, a phenomenon seen in different instances after
gene editing.32

TALEN-mediated editing in the presence of PIK3CD repair matrix eli-
cited up to 50%ofPIK3CD correction inAPDS1T cells. This efficiency
was affected by the size of the PIK3CD repair matrices, a size dictated
by the exon targeted and, as a corollary, by the length of CDNAneeded
to correct the PIK3CD gene. In agreement with previous works,33 for a
given locus edited by a given TALEN, the higher the size of the lower
integration rate, as exemplified by the difference of gene insertion ob-
tained with TALENex8 at exon 8 with PIK3CD8-24-P2A-DLNGFR (3.8
kb) compared with PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR (4.3 kb) and with
dicated. (C and D) CD3+ cell counts obtained over time for three HD and three

with B-EBV alone or B-EBV mixed with the experimental groups described

escence obtained in the presence over the one obtained in the absence of

counts obtained with 3 independent donors +/- standard deviation (SD) and

illustrated in E and F represent the mean of normalized luminescence obtained

ormed using a student’s t-test and the area under the curve as metrics. p-value
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Figure 5. Deciphering the outcome of PIK3CD gene correction via by single-cell transcriptomics

(A) Timeline of the gene editing process and time point of sample analysis. (B) UMAP of HD, APDS1, and corrected APDS1 T cells (APDS1corr). Top: identified clusters.

Middle: expression of the PIK3CD8-24 cassette. Bottom: expression of endogenous PIK3CD. (C) Venn diagram of DEGs in the clusters CD8 TEM (left) and CD8 proliferating

(middle). Right panel: Venn diagram of corrected genes found in both clusters CD8 TEM and CD8 proliferating. (D) Heatmap of the common genes in the CD8 TEM cluster

(left) and the CD8 proliferating cluster (right). (E) Gene ontology analysis of all the corrected DEGs. Proc., processes.
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TALENex17 at exon 17 with PIK3CD17-24-P2A-DLNGFR (3.1 kb)
compared with PIK3CD17-24-PGK-DLNGFR (3.8 kb).

Insertion of the PIK3CD8-24 repair matrices elicited an efficient tran-
scription of their corresponding mRNA. Surprisingly, while being un-
der the control of PIK3CD endogenous promoter, PIK3CD8-24 tran-
scripts displayed a higher stability compared with their endogenous
counterparts (Figure 5B). This could be due to their distinct 30 un-
translated region. Indeed, this region is known to play a role in the
downregulation of PIK3CD expression through the action of
MicroRNA-7.34 Other factors including the codon optimization of
the PIK3CD8-24 cassette and its synthetic poly(A) sequence may
also account for the improved stability of the corrective transcript.

In most of the cases, APDS1 patients are heterozygous carriers of
dominant GoF mutations. Thus, our gene correction strategy must
target the mutated dysfunctional allele to be effective. The strategy
we have chosen is not specific to the mutated allele responsible for
APDS1. Hence, depending on the efficiency of gene correction, edited
cells could harbor different genotypes ranging from unedited to
mono- and biallelic PIK3CD gene correction or inactivation including
mixed genotypes. While the DLNGFR purification allows setting
aside cells harboring no editing or mono-/biallelic PIK3CD inactiva-
tion, it cannot do so with cells carrying a functional corrected allele
and a dysfunctional mutated allele. These remaining cells could
thus theoretically dampen the therapeutic benefit of the gene correc-
tion process because of the dominant nature of the APDS1 E1021K
mutation. However, our functional assays argue against that. Indeed,
although an additional genotypic characterization of edited cells may
be informative, the rescue of phosphor-AKT levels and CD8+ T cell
cytolytic activity observed in our functional assays suggest that the
frequency of corrected cells carrying one dysfunctional allele is low
enough for this treatment to be beneficial. In addition, because of
the high activity of the TALEN (indels�80%), it is very likely that pu-
rified cells bearing only one corrected allele also bear one inactivated
allele. This feature could decrease the probability of generating cor-
rected cells carrying one mutated dysfunctional allele, an important
benefit for the treatment of GoF mutations associated to APDS1.
Further work would be needed to thoroughly address this point.

Nevertheless, one way to increase the number of cells harboring ther-
apeutically relevant gene correction events would be to selectively pu-
rify cells containing biallelic PIK3CD correction. This could be
achieved by performing a double transduction of APDS1 T cells
with two AAV6 corrective matrices carrying distinct cell surface
markers including, for instance, an LNGFR and a truncated
EGFR.35 Purification of cells expressing both surface markers would
theoretically lead to a homogeneous population of biallelically cor-
rected cells. Although testing this approach is outside the scope of
this study, it could enable to selectively purify therapeutically relevant
cells carrying biallelic PIK3CD gene correction.

Normalization of the cytolytic activity of corrected APDS1 patient
CD8+ T cells was associated with a recovery of conventional expres-
Molecular Th
sion profile of genes involved in T cell cytotoxicity, T cell activation,
and T cell fitness, especially in CD8 TEM and CD8 proliferating sub-
sets. These results suggest that correction of PIK3CD leads to a reset of
ADPS1 CD8+ T cell transcriptomics status. This transcriptomics
reset was, however, not global. Indeed, we did not find full overlap
of DEGs found between the uncorrected/corrected APDS1 group
and HD/APDS1 group (Figure 5C). This partial normalization could
be due to donor-to-donor variability between the HD and APDS1 pa-
tient T cells, a variability that may be influenced by their distinct
epigenetic status as well as differentiation processes. We hypothesize
that while our gene correction strategy could repair the function of
terminally differentiated CD8+ APDS1 T cells, it may not be able
to rewrite their biological history shaped during differentiation.
One way to investigate this assumption and increase the power of
our analysis would be to reproduce these results on multiple HD
and APDS1 donors, using edited and non-edited HSPCs and their
corresponding T cells, differentiated in vitro in a controlled manner.

The positive outcome of PIK3CD gene correction on APDS1 T cell
functions reported in this study warrants further development of a
long-term curative treatment for APDS1 patients. To that matter,
the correction of PIK3CD gene in HSPCs mobilized from APDS1
patients may represent a valid option to develop such a treatment.
By design, the PIK3CD repair matrices targeting exons 8 and 17
(PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR and PIK3CD17-24-PGK-DLNGFR) could
be transposable to HSPC editing and purification. Indeed, they both
incorporate a constitutively expressed reporter gene that would allow
for efficient purification of HSPC-corrected cells before their differen-
tiation. In addition, this approach could be highly informative from a
mechanistic standpoint. Indeed, it could allow characterizing the in-
fluence of PIK3CD gene correction in different hematopoietic line-
ages at different stages of their in vitro and in vivo differentiation.
This would specify our results obtained on terminally differentiated
T cells and could address one of the limitations of our study, i.e.,
the functional assessment of PIK3CD gene correction in B cells that
were unfortunately counter selected by our in vitro activation and cul-
ture process. Finally, this approach would allow to characterize the
complex interplay between multiple corrected immune cell subsets
in vivo that will be required to mount efficient immune responses
in APDS1 patients. Thus, further work is now needed to assess these
aspects and gauge the feasibility and efficiency of this potentially cura-
tive approach.

For this preclinical proof of concept of PIK3CD gene correction, we
chose to use the TALEN gene editing tool because of its maturity,
specificity, and high activity. However, other gene editing tools
including double-strand break-free gene editing prime editors could
theoretically be used for the same endeavor. Prime editors are
relatively easy to design and were shown to enable efficient gene
correction at a desired locus. However, the majority of the prime ed-
itor variants described so far are not devoid of drawbacks.36 Indeed,
they can only promote the insertion of few hundred nucleotides.
Insertion of larger payloads necessitate the assistance of recombinase
and is still relatively inefficient for gene therapy purposes.
erapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 11
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Nevertheless, there is no doubt that their future optimization will
overcome these limitations and potentially offer an alternative tech-
nology to correct PIK3CD. In summary, we demonstrate that the
PIK3CD dominant GoF mutation associated to APDS1 can be suc-
cessfully corrected in APDS1 patient T cells using TALEN gene edit-
ing and AAV6-based DNA repair matrix. This correction rescues the
cytolytic function of APDS1 T cells, normalizes their intracellular
pAKT levels found at basal and activated states as well as the tran-
scriptomic signature of certain genes involve in T cell cytolytic func-
tion, activation, and fitness. This successful demonstration of PIK3CD
gene correction warrants the development of a gene therapy approach
to treat p110d dysregulations in a long-term fashion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biological material

All study participants and/or their parents/guardians provided writ-
ten informed consent. Research study protocols were approved by
the Comité de Protection des Personnes Ile de France II, Paris, France
(refs. 2015-01-05 and 2015-01-05 MS2) and the French Advisory
Committee on Data Processing in Medical Research (Comité Consul-
tatif sur le Traitement de l’Information en matière de Recherche
dans le domaine de la Santé, Paris, France; ref. 15.297bis). Healthy
donor PBMCs were obtained from the Etablissement Français du
Sang. PBMCs were cultured in X-VIVO 15 Media (Lonza, cat. no.
BE04-418Q), containing IL-2 (Miltenyi Biotech, cat. no. 130-097-
748) and human serum AB (Biowest, cat. no. S4190).

B-EBV cells were immortalized from B cells originating from a HD as
described previously.37 They were cultivated in RPMI (Gibco, cat. no.
61870044) supplemented with FBS (Gibco, cat. no. 10270). B-EBV
cells were transduced with luciferase-mCherry-lentivirus at a multi-
plicity of infection (MOI) of 10. The lentiviral plasmid encoding a
firefly luciferase protein (pEFS-eFFLY-mCherry) was kindly provided
by Dr. Mathias Titteux. Cells were sorted and called B-EBV-luc.

Gene editing procedure

PBMCs were activated with 20 nM phorbol myristate acetate/1 mM
ionomycin for 2 days. After an additional 4 days of culture with
20 ng/mL (IL-2) 5 � 106 T cells were resuspended in cytoporation
buffer T and electroporated using BTX Harvard apparatus in
0.4 cm cuvettes with 15 mg of each TALEN arm mRNA (Table S1).
The electroporated cells were then immediately transferred to a
12-well plate containing 1 mL of prewarmed X-VIVO 15 serum-
free media and incubated at 37�C for 15 min. The cells were then
concentrated to 8E�6 cells/mL in 250 mL of the same medium in
the presence of AAV6 particles (MOI = 10E�5 vg/cells) comprising
the donor matrices (Table S2) in 48-well plates. After 2 h of culture
at 30�C, 250 mL of X-VIVO 15 media supplemented by 10% AB
serum and 40 ng/mL IL-2 was added to the cell suspension, and the
mix was incubated for 24 h under the same culture conditions. One
day later, the cells were seeded at a density of 106 cells/mL in complete
X-VIVO 15 media and cultivated at 37�C in the presence of 5% CO2.
Cells were further cultured in medium containing IL-2 changed every
2 days.
12 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 Decem
Quantification of TALEN efficiency by ddPCR and next-

generation sequencing

DNA was extracted 10 days after electroporation to assess the cleav-
age frequency of the TALEN by ddPCR. Two assays were set up to
quantify both indels and HDR events. The first assay uses one probe
was specific to the TALEN cut site: when indels are generated the
probe does not bind and its loss can be quantified. In the second assay,
codon-optimized PIK3CD is recognized by a specific probe. Both
assays are normalized with an internal probe quantifying RPP30.
Primers and probes used are described in Table S3.

Genomic DNA was recovered, sheared, end-repaired/A-tailed,
processed, and analyzed by high-throughput DNA sequencing as
described previously.38 The frequency of indels were quantitatively
assessed.

Flow cytometry and purification

Corrected cells expressing DLNGFR were stained using PE anti-
DLNGFR antibody (Miltenyi, no. 130-113-421) and purified
using an anti-PE MicroBeads kit (Miltenyi, no. 130-048-801) on
mass spectrometry column. Cells before purification and cells from
the positive and negative fraction were stained with fixable viability
dye 450 and analyzed by flow cytometry.

Prime flow assay

Seven days after electroporation, cells were subjected to prime flow
analysis following the manufacturer’s instruction kit (Prime Flow
assay kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 8-18005-210). The probes
used are indicated in Table S4. DLNGFR and viability staining
(FVD450, eBioscience cat. no. 65-0863-13) were carried out during
the procedure. Expression was analyzed on a flow cytometer.

pAKT quantification

Seven days after electroporation, cells were either left untouched
(basal B condition), treated with Pi3kinase d inhibitor (Merck, cat.
no. IC87114) or activated with 1 mg of OKT3 (Miltenyi, cat. no.
130-093-387). Cells were stained with fixable viability dye 450 and
DLNGFR-PE before fixation and permeabilization with methanol.
Intracellular staining was carried out with APC anti pAKT antibody
(Cell Signaling, no. 11962). pAKT expression was assessed using flow
cytometry.

Serial killing assay

To assess the cytotoxic activity of patient T cells, a serial killing assay
was performed using a protocol similar to that described previously.38

To allow recognition of B-EBVs by T cells, blinatumomab39 a bispe-
cific antibody crosslinking CD3 and CD19 was added. In brief, T cells
were mixed with a suspension of 1 � 105 B-EBV-luc cells at E:T = 5:1
in a total volume of 500 mL of X-VIVO 15 media supplemented with
10% AB serum, 5 ng/mL of blinatumomab, and 20 ng/mL IL-2. The
mixture was incubated for 24 h before determining the luminescence
of 25 mL of cell suspension using 25 mL of ONE-Glo reagent (Prom-
ega, cat. no. E6110). The cell mixture was then spun down, and the old
medium was discarded and substituted with 500 mL of fresh complete
ber 2023
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X-VIVO 15 media containing 1 � 105 B-EBV-Luc cells and 5 ng/mL
of blinatumomab and 20 ng/mL IL-2. The resulting cell mixture
was incubated for 24 h. This protocol was repeated for 7 days. Flow
cytometry staining to analyze mCherry, CD3 (FITC, Miltenyi
Biotech, cat. no. 130-113-136) and viability (FVD450) was carried
out on days 0, 3, and 7. Area under the curve values were computed
using PRISM for each condition, statistical differences were calculated
using a t test.

scRNA-seq

The scRNA-seq libraries were generated using the Chromium Single
Cell Next GEM 30 Library & Gel Bead Kit v.3.1 (10X Genomics) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, cells were counted,
diluted at 1,000 cells/mL in PBS+0.04% and 20,000 cells were loaded
in the 10X Chromium Controller to generate single-cell gel beads
in emulsion. After reverse transcription, gel beads in emulsion were
disrupted. Barcoded complementary DNAwas isolated and amplified
by PCR. Following fragmentation, end repair and A-tailing, sample
indexes were added during index PCR. The purified libraries were
sequenced on a NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina) with 28 cycles of read 1, 8
cycles of i7 index, and 91 cycles of read 2.

Sequencing reads were demultiplexed and aligned to the human
reference genome (GRCh38, release 98, built from Ensembl sources),
using the CellRanger Pipeline v.3.1. Unfiltered RNA UMI counts
were loaded into Seurat v.3.168 for quality control, data integration
and downstream analyses. Apoptotic cells and empty sequencing
capsules were excluded by filtering out T cells with fewer than 500
features or a mitochondrial content higher than 20%. Data from
each sample were log-normalized and scaled, before batch correction
using Seurat’s FindTransferAnchors. The query was then mapped to
the pbmc_multimodal.h5seurat reference dataset.31 On this inte-
grated dataset, principal-component analysis using the reduction
model weighted nearest neighbor analysis. Cell-type labels were as-
signed to resulting clusters based on a manually curated list of marker
genes as well as previously defined signatures of the well-known
PBMC subtypes. Since APDS1 and HD donors were not sex-matched
we removed all the genes from chromosomes X and Y. In total 74,373
cells across 10 samples were kept for further analysis. DEG analyses
were conducted using the FindMarkers function of Seurat on the
RNA assay with default parameters. Genes with an absolute
value of avg_log2(FC) > 0.5 and adjusted p < 0.05 were selected as
significant. Heatmaps were drawn using the Seurat’s DoHeatmap
function after calculating the average gene expression using
AverageExpression. The function AddModuleScore was used to select
the cells expressing the PIK3CD8-24 cassette among the bulk
PIK3CD8-24-EF1-DLNGFR samples. The cells that had an expression
over 1 were selected as positive. The function CellCycleScoring was
used to extract CD8 proliferating in G2M phase. Gene ontology anal-
ysis was performed using ShinyGO.40
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